BUTTERFLY Storytime Home Activities
Picture Books:
-Angelina’s Pet by Katharine Holaibird
-Bob and Otto by Robert O. Bruel
-Bonjour Butterfly by Jane O’Connor
-Butterfly by Mick Inkpen
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-Butterfly House by Eve Bunting
-Clara Caterpillar by Pamala Duncan Edwards
-A Mother’s Wish by Kathy-Jo Wargin
-Pinkalicious and the Little Butterfly by Victoria Kann
-PJ Masks Make Friends by Cala Spinner
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-Velma Gratch & the Way Cool Butterfly by Alan Madison
-The Very Impatient Caterpillar by Ross Burach
-Waiting for Wings by Lois Ehlert
Activities:
-Mosaic Butterfly: Cut a piece of construction paper into a butterfly shape and then glue onto another piece of
construction paper. Next cut or tear small pieces of paper from lots of different
colored paper. Glue these little pieces along the wings to make a mosaic. Cut a pipe
cleaner in half and then glue on to make an antenna.
-Act Out a Butterfly’s Lifecycle: EGG -- Curl up like an egg on the floor. CATERPILLAR -hatch from your egg and wiggle around on the ground like a caterpillar. Caterpillars
are hungry so be sure to pretend to munch on some leaves! CHRYSALIS – stand up and
clasp your hands together about your head to hide in
your chrysalis. BUTTERFLY – emerge as a butterfly and
flap your wings! This change from caterpillar to butterfly is called metamorphosis.
-Coffee Filter Butterfly: supplies need are coffee filter, washable markers, spray bottle
with water, pipe cleaner, and wax paper. Watch Miss Jennifer’s short video on how to
make your unique butterfly: https://youtu.be/dRel-OqO0zw
Online:
-Watch and learn about a butterfly’s lifecycle (5 minutes): https://youtu.be/O1S8WzwLPlM
-Watch Nature Cat and learn how to create a butterfly garden: https://pbskids.org/video/nature-cat/2365604474
-Read along to Senorita Mariposa with author Mister G: https://youtu.be/h-s4plLc1OM
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